Explore Debugging

Sound Shakers

Intro
Activity
Group Size

Time

Small Group

20 minutes

Computational Thinking
Learning Goal
This activity introduces the
concept of debugging:
1. Check Your Steps. Figure out
if there’s a problem.

In this activity, children get sound shakers that
don’t make any sound! They’ll have to debug
their sound shakers by checking their steps
to figure out why their shakers don’t make any
noise. Then they make them work!

2. Make It Work. Come up with
a way to fix it.
Math Concepts
• None in this activity.
Materials
• Debugging Poster
• Small containers with lids
that are not see-through
• Hard and soft materials to
fill the shakers:

Introduce the Activity (5 minutes)
1. Hold up your sound shaker and shake it (see Preparation
instructions). Tell children:
• The Monkeys want to make loud sounds using
shakers.
• How does my shaker sound? (It’s loud, makes a lot of
noise.)
2. Pass out a silent shaker to each child and say:
• Now you try it!
• What do you hear? Does your shaker sound like
mine?
• What’s the problem with your shaker? (It doesn’t
make any sound.)

• Hard materials—beans,
macaroni, coins, or buttons
• Soft materials—balls of
paper, pom poms, cotton
balls, string, or tissues
Preparation
Make the shakers:
• Fill one container with
1-2 hard materials to
create a loud shaker—that’s
your shaker
• Leave each child’s shaker
empty. These shakers will
not make any sound
• Set out the hard and soft
materials for children to fill
their shakers
• Tape the Debugging Poster
to the wall

3. Point to the Debugging Poster and say:
• When we help the Monkeys fix their shakers, we practice debugging.
Say it with me: DEBUGGING!

Check Your Steps! (5 minutes)
1. Point to check your steps on the poster and
tell children:
• Let’s do the first step of debugging: check
your steps.
• Let’s say it together: Check your steps!
Check your steps!

DEBUGGING
1. Check Your Steps!
2. Make It Work!

2. Give children a few minutes to examine and take apart their sound shakers.
3. Help children check their steps. Say:
• Let’s check our steps by looking closely at the shakers.
• What’s inside your shaker? Why doesn’t it make any sound? (There is
nothing inside the containers.)

Make It Work! (8 minutes)
1. Point to the second step on the Debugging
Poster and explain:
• The second step of debugging is make it
work.
• Let’s say it together: Make it work!
Make it work!

DEBUGGING
1. Check Your Steps!
2. Make It Work!

• Now that you know what’s not working about your shaker, let’s make it
work by trying different ways to fix the problem.
2. Point out the different materials children can use to fill their shakers. Ask:
• What can you use to make your shaker loud?
Have them add or remove materials from their shaker until it’s loud when they
shake it.
3. Reflect on the activity. Ask:
• How did you check your steps? How did you figure out what the problem
was?
• How did you make it work? What did you do to make your shaker loud?

Wrap It Up (2 minutes)
End the activity with the debugging chant:

• Today we practiced debugging. The first step of debugging is check
your steps. The second step of debugging is make it work.
• Say it with me: Check your steps! Check your steps! Make it work!
Make it work!

Extend the Play
Have each child make a second shaker and shake both shakers to music. Before
they start, ask them to think about what they want their shaker to sound like. If
they don’t sound the way they want them to, have them check their steps to
figure out what to change to make it work!
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